**Alan Rogers MBE**

**Talks:**

"**A Policeman's Lot**" - A humorous after dinner speech guaranteed to warm any audience.

Having served some 33 years with the police service of Warwickshire, I provide a talk based on the humorous anecdotes from that time. They are actual events which occurred during my time as a serving officer including my first arrest; court room dramas to the time I stood guard over the royal lavatory. This talk has been well received by various social groups for a number of years. The audience are guaranteed a laugh!!

"**Advanced Driving Techniques - Observations and Hazard Recognition**"

The audience learn from the experiences of a traffic cop and his vast knowledge of driver training. As a retired traffic cop and a Home Office Police Advanced Driver including Royal and VIP Escort and Security I discuss the benefits having advanced observations and hazard recognition when driving. The audience benefit from a very experienced and highly qualified driver who went on to gain the DSA Approved Driving Instructor qualification after retiring from the police. I have much to offer to improve personal driving standards and how to cope with the stress of modern day driving. Since my retirement I now provide corporate lectures on "Driving in the Work Place" and compliance with Health and Safety Regulations for many national and international organisations including Aston Martin, The National Grid, The Government of India, and several football league teams.

**Fees:** £75 for 45min/1hour talk  
**Expenses:** 40p mile  
**Area/Distance covered:** Any where in UK

**Contact:** Alan Rogers MBE  
**Email:** alan@ess4safety.co.uk  
**Phone:** 01926 491213 or 07813 936011  
**Address:** 4, Rogers Way  
WARWICK  
Warwickshire  
CV34 6PY

**Website:**

**Bio & Other Information:**